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Abstract—Delay Tolerant Networks are characterized by frequent network topology partition, limited resource, extremely high latency, etc. Consequently successful deliveries of messages in such networks face great challenges. In this paper, by capturing the temporary clusters, we timely use the temporary end-to-end paths to directly and successfully deliver messages. Besides, by collecting a large number of encounter history information as the samples, we use the methods of statistical analysis to objectively and accurately evaluate encountered nodes, thus selecting fewer but better relay nodes to spread messages. Finally based on the above schemes, a Statistical Analysis and Temporary Cluster based routing algorithm (SATC) is proposed to improve the routing performance. Extensive simulations have been conducted and the results show that SATC can achieve a higher delivery ratio and a fewer hop count compared to Epidemic and PRoPHET. Furthermore, its overhead ratio is 70% and 65% less than Epidemic and PRoPHET respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Delay Tolerant Network [1-3] as a new end to end store and forward network architecture, which originates from the Interplanetary Internet [4] and features frequent network topology partition [5], node mobility, limited device capability and extremely high latency, has become a hot research interest and a great challenge in the field of wireless network. In 2003, Kevin Fall first proposed the concept of DTN. Soon afterwards, the Internet Research Task Force (IETF) specially set up the DTN Research Group (DTNRG) to study it. Finally in 2007, DTNRG put forward the DTN network architecture [6], which introduced a bundle layer between the application layer and the transport layer (as shown in Fig. 1) to communicate across multiple regions that have different types of networks and different protocols. Now DTN as an emerging concept has been widely studied and applied.

Initially, DTN is mainly used in the military battlefield networks and some special application scenarios (e.g. disaster relief, etc.). Now, DTN is widely applied to various civilian areas, such as wildlife tracking networks [7], pocket switched networks [8], habitat monitoring networks [9], underwater sensor networks [10], vehicular ad hoc networks [11-13], etc. These special networks deployed in challenging environment may never have a complete end-to-end path between the sender and the receiver [14]. So the traditional routing protocols based on TCP/IP are difficult to get efficient achievements because that they need to first find a complete path to the destination node before starting the transmission. In order to cope with this problem and finish end-to-end communication, DTN routing adopts store-carry and forward strategy to relay messages hop by hop. But in most DTNs, it may be very difficult to capture the global network topology knowledge and the route information about the final receiver, so how to select optimal next hop relay nodes to move closer to the final destination node is the key issue.

A simple solution is to add the number of message copies by using flooding strategy and relay these message copies to different encountered neighbors, which can greatly increase the opportunity to encounter the final destination node. Reference [15] has proven that source node can enhance network capacity by replicating more message copies to different relay nodes. In case of sufficient network resources and enough network load capacity, it may be the best way to improve message delivery ratio. But in most DTNs, the network resource and device capability are limited. The more message copies mean more consumption of resources and more serious message redundancy. In this case, uncontrolled flooding strategy is still difficult to get good routing performance. Consequently, the key issue of efficient
routing strategy is to select fewer but better neighbors as next hop relay nodes to spread message copies, thus implementing controlled infection and getting a good balance between higher message delivery ratio and less resource consumption. For this purpose, we need to accurately estimate whether a neighbor should be selected as the next hop relay node. Many scholars have tried to capture the global network topology and additional information (e.g., geographical location information, etc.), but the reliability of that information is greatly reduced due to node's mobility and the extremely high end-to-end latency. On the contrary, the basic history information which can be captured in the meeting time of node pairs has a more practical value.

Based on the above considerations, we propose two approaches to estimate whether a neighbor is a good next hop relay node. Firstly, if there is a temporary path to the final destination node among a current temporary cluster, all of those nodes which exist in the path are the optimal relay nodes. This is because that these nodes can quickly and successfully finish this transmission. Secondly, when there is no temporary path to the destination node, by collecting a large number of encounter history information as the samples, we use the methods of statistical analysis to compute several statistics which can be used to objectively and accurately evaluate every encountered node. Then we only select the neighbors which can help to improve routing performance as the next hop relay nodes. Finally, a Statistical Analysis and Temporary Cluster based routing algorithm (SATC) is proposed to improve routing performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss some related works. Section 3 gives a detailed description of SATC scheme. The performance evaluations and comparisons among SATC, Epidemic and PRoPHET are presented in Section 4. Finally, section 5 summarizes this paper and gives future research directions.

![DTN network architecture](image)

**Figure 1. DTN network architecture**

### II. RELATED WORKS

Combining with the research achievements of DTNRG, scholars have proposed a lot of typical DTN routing schemes. A simple taxonomy of DTN unicast routing techniques is illustrated in Fig. 2.

By introducing position fixed throw boxes [16] [17], scholars have proposed some fixed infrastructures assistant routing schemes. Analogously, with the help of mobility pattern fixed ferry nodes, references [18-20] propose some mobile infrastructures assistant routing algorithms. Those DTN routing techniques based on infrastructures can greatly improve message delivery ratio, but they also inevitably increase the complexity of entire network.

![A taxonomy of DTN unicast routing schemes](image)

**Figure 2. A taxonomy of DTN unicast routing schemes**

Epidemic [21] is a typical multi-copy based routing algorithm, which makes attempts to replicate all carried messages to all encountered neighbors by using flooding strategy. The biggest advantage is that Epidemic does not need to capture global network topology knowledge, so its routing complexity is low. But in order to get a high message delivery ratio, it does need a large number of resources and a strong network load capacity. In other words, it is difficult to get a good routing performance in case of insufficient resource. Spray and Wait [22] and Spray and Focus [23] are both based on multi-copy scheme, but they greatly limit the number of message copies. Only in Spray period can they replicate L message copies to L different relay nodes. So they can effectively control the consumption of network resource. However, because that they do not take any measures to evaluate encountered neighbors when selecting next hop relay nodes, their improvements on message delivery ratio are not satisfying.

Relying on knowledge oracles, reference [24] proposes six different forwarding based routing schemes: FC, MED, ED, EDLQ, EDAQ and LP. According to the amount of available knowledge—zero knowledge, partial knowledge and complete knowledge, these algorithms can get different routing performance. Besides, respectively based on ED and MED, AED [25] and MEED [26] make some improvements, thus achieving better routing performance.

PRoPHET [27] is a typical routing scheme based on history utility, which uses the encounter history information and transitivity to predict the delivery possibility between two nodes. Then PRoPHET only selects the neighbors with bigger delivery possibilities than current node as the next hop relay nodes. So
compared with the Epidemic, PRoPHET can greatly improve the routing performance. But when two nodes encounter, PEoPHET only subjectively updates the delivery possibility according to some pre-set parameter values. It can’t predict the actual delivery possibility, so there may be some errors relative to the actual delivery possibility.

Some coding based routing algorithms are presented in [28-30], which effectively reduce the consumption of network resource and improve the routing performance to some extent, but also inevitably increase the complexity of routing protocol.

III. SATC ROUTING FRAMEWORK

In DTN routing protocols [31-33], multi-copy strategy can greatly improve the message delivery ratio. But due to limited network resource and restricted device capacity, blind flooding may cause the opposite results. So in this section, we propose two routing schemes to accurately evaluate every encountered node, thus selecting fewer but better relay nodes to spread messages and greatly controlling message redundancy. Finally, we propose a Statistical Analysis and Temporary Cluster based routing algorithm (SATC) to efficiently improve the routing performance. The SATC is based on the following assumptions:

- DTN nodes are initiative to collect encounter history information in every meeting chance.
- The size of the broadcast packet is very small compared to the data message.

A. Routing Scheme based on Temporary Clusters

In most DTN application scenarios, because of spare node density and node mobility, it is very difficult to keep a completely end-to-end path between the sender and the receiver. But the case that some moving nodes form a temporary cluster (as shown in Fig. 3) may often occur. In temporary cluster C1, if relay node a is carrying a message Mi for destination node d, theoretically node a can quickly and successfully transfers Mi to destination node d by using the temporary path a-b-d. But node a can only know its one-hop neighbor b. So when the unfortunate case that node a does not think node b is a good next hop relay node occurs, node a will eventually miss this opportunity to successfully deliver Mi.

From the above instance we can see that the establishment of the temporary cluster can greatly increase the searching range to find the final destination node, instead of only searching in current node’s one-hop neighbors. It is out of this consideration, we try to make full use of these temporary clusters. In order to find all cluster members, current node s needs to broadcast a Local Route Discovery Packet (LRDP) to the temporary cluster. A LRDP contains the following information:

- source_id
- broadcast_id
- flag
- hop_count
- path
- time-to-live

The broadcast_id is incremented when source node creates a new LRDP, so the pair <source_id, broadcast_id> can uniquely identify a LRDP. The flag only has two possible values: 0 and 1. The 0 represents that the packet is a route discovery packet, and the 1 indicates that the packet is a route reply packet. So when a node needs to reply a LRDP (flag=0), it just needs to modify the flag (flag=1) and then unicasts the LRDP to the source node, not having to generate a new reply packet. The path stores all intermediate nodes from the source node to a temporary cluster member, and the order that the node is added into the path is the node’s forwarding order along the route. So the pair <source_id, broadcast_id, path> can uniquely identify a temporary path to a cluster member, and we can efficiently avoid route loop by detecting whether there are duplicate nodes in the path. The hop_count is the length of the path. The time-to-live is the total time that a LRDP can survive, which is set to an appropriate value to get all LRDP reply packets and is gradually decreased over time.

When a node needs to deliver some messages, but there are no routes to the destination nodes, a route discovery process is initiated. The node creates a new LRDP and broadcasts the LRDP to its all one-hop neighbors. When a neighbor receives the LRDP, if it first needs to rebroadcast the LRDP to its own one-hop neighbors after increasing the hop_count and adding itself into the path, and then it also needs to reply the LRDP by unicasting the LRDP to the source node along the reverse path after modifying the flag (flag=1). A cluster node may receive different copies of the same LRDP from various neighbors. In this case, it still rebroadcast the LRDP to its one-hop neighbors. The purpose is for the consideration that the currently existing path may be interrupted in the process of establishing the route due to node mobility. So it may eventually fail to get the final route if we only keep track of one single path, ignoring other possible paths. In DTNs, due to sparse node density, the size of a temporary cluster won’t be too big. So the overhead caused by LRDP broadcast can be controlled. The detailed process of a LRDP on a cluster member Ni is shown in Fig. 4. Lines 1-15 are the process of receiving a route discovery packet. Lines 2-3 and lines 9-10 can efficiently avoid the broadcast loop. Line 17 is the process of receiving a route reply packet.
Now Ni needs to go on uncasting the LRDP to the source node along the reverse path.

As a LRDP travels from source node to a cluster member, it automatically sets up the route. Eventually when receiving all LRDP reply packets from cluster members, source node can construct a temporary route table. A route entry contains the following information:

- destination_node
- path
- hop_count
- path_capacity
- time_out

**Algorithm 1:** LRDP broadcast process on cluster member Ni

**Input:**
- one-hop neighbors of Ni: neigh_list
- current broadcast packet: LRDP

**Output:**

1. If LRDP.flag==0
   2. If LRDP.path.contains(Ni)
      3. drop LRDP;
   4. Else
      5. LRDP.hop_count++;
      6. LRDP.path.add(Ni);
      7. initialize bro_list to null;
      8. For every node in neigh_list
         9. If node.id != LRDP.source_id &&
            !LRDP.path.contains(node)
            add node into bro_list;
      10. End for
      11. broadcast LRDP to bro_list;
      12. LRDP.flag=1;
      13. unicast the LRDP to its source node along
         the reverse path of LRDP.path;
      14. End if
   15. Else
   16. Else
      17. go on uncasting LRDP to its source node
         along the reverse path of LRDP.path;
      18. End if

**Algorithm 2:** Construct route entry on source node S

**Input:**
- route table of S: routeTable
- current route reply packet: LRDP
- the threshold of hop count: hop_threshold

**Output:**

1. destination = the last node in LRDP.path;
2. compute path_capacity of LRDP.path ;
3. If routeTable has a route R to destination
   4. If R.hop_count > hop_threshold &&
      LRDP.hop_count > hop_threshold
      5. If path_capacity > R.path_capacity
         6. reconstruct route R using LRDP;
      7. Else if path_capacity == R.path_capacity
         8. If LRDP.hop_count < R.hop_count
            9. reconstruct route R using LRDP;
      10. End if
   11. End if
   12. Else
   13. If LRDP.hop_count < R.hop_count
      14. reconstruct route R using LRDP;
      15. Else if LRDP.hop_count == R.hop_count
         16. if path_capacity > R.path_capacity
            17. reconstruct route R using LRDP;
      18. End if
   19. End if
   20. End if
21. Else
22. create a new route using LRDP;
23. add the route into routeTable;
24. End if

Figure 4. LRDP broadcast process on cluster member

There may be multiple paths between source node and a cluster member. So in this case, we choose the shortest path to construct the route. Now there is a new issue: how to define the shortest path? Here, we use the two metrics: path capacity and hop count. The path capacity is defined in (1). The i(TTL) represents the initial time-to-live assigned to a new LRDP and the r(TTL) gives the remaining time-to-live of the LRDP when source node receives the reply packet. Then the half of the round trip time (i.e. \( \frac{\text{i(TTL)}-\text{r(TTL)}}{2} \)) can objectively reflect the current path capacity, and the less time represents a better path capacity. In (1), we use the reciprocal of \( \frac{\text{i(TTL)}-\text{r(TTL)}}{2} \) to define the final \( C_{path} \), so that the less time can get a bigger \( C_{path} \) value. Finally, we define the shortest path as follows. If the hop counts of the paths are all bigger than hop_threshold, we select the path with the best path capacity as the shortest path. Else we select the path with the shortest hop count as the shortest path. The detailed process of constructing route table is shown in Fig. 5.

\[
C_{path} = \frac{1}{\frac{\text{i(TTL)}-\text{r(TTL)}}{2}}
\]

Figure 5. The process of constructing route table

When creating and updating a route, the time_out is
set to an appropriate time. And the route will be deleted when the time is exhausted. Eventually, source node S can get the routes to all cluster members. If there is a message for a discovered cluster member, then node S encodes the relevant route entry into the message and forwards the message to the relevant next hop node along the path stored in the route entry.

B. Routing Scheme based on Statistical Analysis

Most DTN nodes usually do not move around completely randomly, and their mobility tends to be regular in some ways. On the one hand, if two nodes have encountered frequently in the past, it is likely that they will meet again in the future. On the other hand, DTN node may do periodic activity, and it may pass the same place in the same time of different periods. An example where may demonstrate such periodic mobility is, for example, a social networks, where most people go to work and come home in a regular time on every workday and most students regularly move among campus. So the history information can greatly help to estimate whether a neighbor is a good next hop relay node which can improve message delivery ratio. Based on the observations, we can define the node activity cycle according to specific application scenarios and divide the activity cycle into different time units. For example, in social networks, people's activity cycle is usually one day and couple hours can be treated as a time unit. Then by collecting the encounter count information between two nodes in the time units of recent several cycles, we use the methods of statistical analysis to compute several statistics, which can be used to objectively evaluate every encountered node.

For this purpose, a DTN node needs to maintain an $N \times M$ dynamic matrix (2) to record the encounter history information with other N nodes. M is equal to $L \times P$, where P represents the number of the cycles and every cycle is divided into L different time units. The $C_{ij}$ records the encounter count between node i and node j in the $k^{th}$ time unit. Then for the last M time units, all encounter history information are stored in the $DM_i$.

$$DM_i = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{i(1,1)} & \cdots & C_{i(1,k)} & \cdots & C_{i(1,M)} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
C_{i(N,1)} & \cdots & C_{i(N,k)} & \cdots & C_{i(N,M)}
\end{bmatrix} \tag{2}$$

With the $DM_i$, we define the several statistics as the follows.

1. Average (AVG)

The $P_{ij}$ shown in (3) represents the probability that $C_{ij}$ may occur, and in this case it is a fixed value. Then the AVG is defined in (4).

$$P_{ij} = \frac{1}{M} \quad k = 1,2,\ldots,M \tag{3}$$

$$AVG(i,j) = \sum_{k=1}^{M} C_{ij} \times P_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{M} C_{ij}}{M} \tag{4}$$

The AVG is the average level of all samples which can objectively reflect the central tendency. So AVG can accurately describe the meeting frequency level between node i and destination node d. In this case, a neighbor with a bigger AVG than current node is generally considered more likely to meet the destination node again in the near time unit.

2. Cycle average (CAVG)

In most DTN scenarios, for example, in the social networks, it is possible that DTN nodes have different mobility patterns in different time units of the same activity cycle and have similar mobility patterns in the same time unit of different activity cycles. So in order to describe the similar mobility pattern in the same time unit of different activity cycles, we define the cycle average to compute the average encounter count between two nodes in the same time unit of different activity cycles. Then the CAVG is defined in (6). A neighbor with a bigger CAVG than current node is more likely to meet the destination node again in the $l^{th}$ time unit of the current cycle.

$$SUM_{ij}(l) = \sum_{k \text{ mod } L = l}^{l=1,2,\ldots,L} C_{ij} \quad k = 1,2,\ldots,M \tag{5}$$

$$CAVG(i,j,l) = \frac{SUM_{ij}(l)}{P} \tag{6}$$

3. Mode (MODE)

The mode is the data which appears most frequently among all samples, so it can reflect the most possible level. In this case, we also use the mode as the metric to evaluate encountered nodes. The $MODE(i,d)$ denotes the mode of the all encounter counts between node i and node d. A neighbor with a bigger MODE than current node is more likely to meet the destination node again.

4. Variance (VAR)

The VAR defined in (7) can comprehensively reflect the degree of dispersion of all samples, which is often used to describe the stability of data. A smaller VAR indicates that the samples can more accurately reflect the general level.

$$VAR(i,j) = \sum_{k=1}^{M} (C_{ij} - AVG(i,j))^2 \times P_{ij} \tag{7}$$

Finally with the above statistics, we can objectively estimate whether a neighbor should be selected as the next hop relay node. For the current node s, the neighbor node j and the destination node d, we firstly take into account AVG. By using (8), we can compute the utility value $U_{avg}$. When $U_{avg}(s,j,d) \geq \text{threshold}_{avg}$, which indicates that the neighbor j has an obvious advantage on AVG compared to the current node s, then the neighbor j should be selected as the next hop relay node. Secondly, we take into account CAVG and MODE. Assuming that the current time unit is the $l^{th}$ time unit, we use (9) to compute another utility $U_2$. When $U_2(s,d,l) > U_2(s,d,l)$, which indicates that node j is more likely to meet the destination node d in the current time unit, so the neighbor j should be selected as the next hop relay node, too. The detailed algorithm is show in Fig. 6. In addition, the communication time between two nodes is
restricted due to node mobility, so it is very possible that current node can’t copy all messages to all selected neighbors. As a result, the delivery order of messages may also affect the routing performance. So as shown in lines 14-15 of algorithm 3, we give the tuple that has a smaller VAR a higher priority and start transferring tuples according to the priority.

\[
U_{\text{avg}}(s, j, d) = \frac{\text{AVG}(s, d)}{\text{AVG}(s, d)} \quad (8)
\]

\[
U_{2}(i, d, l) = \text{AVG}(i, d, l) \times \beta + \text{MODE}(i, d) \times (1 - \beta) \quad (9)
\]

**Algorithm 3:** Statistical analysis based routing on Ni

**Input:**
- the list of messages: msg_list
- one-hop neighbors: neigh_list
- the value of threshold \(\text{avg} : \text{threshold}_{\text{avg}}\)
- the current time unit of the current cycle: \(t_u\)

**Output:**
- \(\text{tuple}_{\text{list}}\)

1. Initialize \(\text{tuple}_{\text{list}}\) to null;
2. For each message in msg_list
3. \(\text{destination} = \text{message.}\text{destination}\);
4. For each neighbor in neigh_list
5. If \(U_{\text{avg}}(\text{Ni}, \text{neighbor}, \text{destination}) \geq \text{threshold}_{\text{avg}}\)
6. Add \(\text{tuple<message,neighbor>}\) into \(\text{tuple}_{\text{list}}\);
7. Else
8. If \(U_{2}(\text{neighbor, destination, } t_u) \geq U_{2}(\text{Ni, destination, } t_u)\)
9. Add \(\text{tuple<message,neighbor>}\) into \(\text{tuple}_{\text{list}}\);
10. End if
11. End if
12. End for
13. End for
14. Sort \(\text{tuple}_{\text{list}}\) in increasing order according to the relevant \(\text{VAR}\) value of every tuple;
15. Try every \(\text{tuple}\) according to the order;

**Figure 6.** Statistical analysis based routing scheme

**D. SATC**

Finally, combining with the above schemes, we finally implement the Statistical Analysis and Temporary Cluster based routing algorithm (SATC). The detailed algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.

Lines 1-13 are the processing procedure of the messages stored in the left part buffer. Lines 2-3 use algorithm 1 to go on broadcasting a LRDP. In lines 5-7, according to the relevant route entry stored in the message, Ni goes on forwarding the message to the relevant next hop node. In lines 9-10, when the relevant next hop node is not within the scope of Ni’s one-hop neighbors, which indicates that the current route is broken due to node mobility, then Ni deletes the current route entry from the message and moves the message to the right part buffer. Lines 14-22 are the processing procedure of messages stored in the right part buffer. Lines 14-15 use algorithm 2 to reconstruct a new route table. Lines 16-21 find the messages which can be transferred to the destination nodes by using the current route table. And then Ni encodes the relevant route entry into the corresponding message and forwards the message to the next hop node along the route. Finally, line 22 uses algorithm 3 to select fewer but better neighbors to spread the remaining messages.

**IV. SIMULATION**

In this section, we use the ONE simulator [34] to implement our SATC algorithm. The ONE is an Opportunistic Network Environment simulator which provides a powerful tool for generating mobility traces, running DTN messaging simulations with different routing protocols, and visualizing both simulations interactively in real-time and results after their completion. At its core, ONE is an agent based discrete
event simulation engine, which is mainly made up of five modules: movement models, event generators, routing, visualization and results. A detailed description of the modules and their interactions is shown in Fig.9. At each simulation step the ONE engine updates a number of modules that implement the main simulation functions. The ONE platform has a good scalability and facilitates further development of the users.

Algorithm 4: SATC routing scheme on node Ni

Input:
messages in left part buffer: msg_left
messages in right part buffer: msg_right
one-hop neighbors: neigh_list

output:
1. For message in msg_left
2. If message is a LRDP broadcast packet
3. execute Algorithm 1;
4. Else
5. Get the relevant next_hop_node of message according to the relevant route entry stored in the message;
6. If next_hop_node is in neigh_list
7. forward message to next_hop_node;
8. Else
9. delete the relevant route from message;
10. move message to msg_right;
11. End if
12. End if
13. End for
14. broadcast a new LRDP to neigh_list;
15. create temporary route table RT using Algorithm 2;
16. For message in msg_right
17. If RT has a route R to message.destination
18. encode R into message;
19. forward message to its next hop node;
20. End if
21. End for
22. execute algorithm 3 on the remaining messages of msg_right;

In order to carry out simulations, we use 126 DTN nodes in a Helsinki City Model based mobility scenario which consists of 4500 × 3400 m² area. These nodes are divided into 6 groups. Group 1 and Group 3 are pedestrians groups and they consist of 40 nodes separately. Group 2 is the car group which also consists of 40 nodes. Group 4, Group 5 and Group 6 are tram groups and they consist of two nodes separately. Pedestrians move with speeds of 0.5–1.5 m/s, cars move with speeds of 2.7 – 13.9 m/h, and trams move with speeds of 7 – 10 m/h. Two types of devices are introduced in the simulation: one is Bluetooth Device with transmission speed of 250 kbps and transmission range of 20m; other is High Speed Device with transmission speed of 10 Mbps and transmission range of 1000m. Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3 have a 5MB buffer respectively and they are all based on the Shortest Path Map Based movement model. Group 4, Group 5 and Group 6 have a 50MB buffer respectively and they are all based on the Route Map Based movement model. Group 1, Group 2, Group 3, Group 5 and Group 6 use Bluetooth Device, Group 4 uses both Bluetooth device and High Speed Device. Besides, the other simulation settings of 126 nodes are shown in Table1. And the special parameters of SATC are: time-to-live = 1000 msec (in LRDP), time_out = 3000 msec (in route entry), hop_threshold = 2 (in algorithm 2), M = 24x7, P = 7, L = 24, β = 0.5, threshold_agg = 2.0 (in algorithm 3). In the beginning of the simulations, we allow a warm up period of 7 days to move nodes for the purpose of collecting enough encounter history information.

Finally, extensive simulations have been conducted to compare routing performance of SATC, Epidemic and ProPHET in terms of message delivery ratio, network overhead ratio and average hop count. We mostly focus on their different routing performance in different message interval, message time-to-live and message size.

A. Vary Message Interval

Fig. 10 describes the different simulation results of varying message interval. SATC can get the best routing performance in terms of message delivery ratio, overhead ratio and average hop count, which can validate that the
routing strategy of SATC is more efficient and can greatly improve the transmission performance of the entire network.

Epidemic does not take any strategy to control message redundancy, thus inevitably creating a large number of redundant messages in whole network. When buffer resource is insufficient, Epidemic will discard a lot of messages, reducing the utilization efficiency of buffer resource and greatly increasing the network overhead ratio. As shown in Fig. 10, the routing performance of Epidemic is the worst among the three routing schemes. In addition, Epidemic does not estimate whether a neighbor is a good relay node, but just flooding messages to the entire network. So it can’t guarantee the accuracy of routing strategy. As shown in Fig. 10(c), the average hop count of Epidemic is the most, increasing the cost of message transmission.

Different from Epidemic, PRoPHET uses the encounter history information and transitivity to predict the delivery possibility between two nodes and only selects the neighbor with a bigger delivery possibility as next hop relay node. So compared to Epidemic, PRoPHET improves the message delivery ratio, lowers overhead ratio and decreases the average hop count. But when two nodes encounter, PEoPHET only subjectively updates the delivery possibility according to some pre-set parameters, which can’t accurately predict the actual delivery possibility. So its routing performance is still worse than SATC.

Our SATC not only uses the temporary cluster to directly and quickly deliver message to the final destination node, but also takes the methods of statistical analysis to objectively and accurately estimate whether a neighbor should be selected as next hop relay node. As a result, SATC can greatly improve message delivery ratio in the case of controlling message redundancy, lowering the network overhead ratio and reducing the consumption of resource. As shown in Fig. 10, SATC can get the best routing performance. The message delivery ratio of SATC is 40% and 20% more than Epidemic and PRoPHET respectively, but the overhead ratio of SATC is 75% and 65% less than Epidemic and PRoPHET respectively. Besides, SATC can get the fewest average hop count, which indicates that the routing strategy of SATC is more efficient and more accurate, thus greatly decreasing the cost of message transmission.

**B. Vary Message’s time-to-live (TTL)**

Fig. 11 shows the different simulation results of varying message TTL. SATC can still outperform Epidemic and PRoPHET in terms of message delivery ratio, overhead ratio and average hop count. And Epidemic is still unacceptable in this case.

When message’s TTL increases constantly, there will be more messages in the entire network, thus greatly affecting routing performance due to the limited buffer resource. As shown in Fig. 11, the message delivery ratios of Epidemic and PRoPHET are both decreasing, and the overhead ratios of Epidemic and PRoPHET keep increasing. The key reason is that they can’t efficiently control message redundancy, creating a large number of redundant messages. So they can’t cope with the increase of message’s TTL. On the contrary, by using the methods of statistical analysis to select fewer but better neighbors as next relay nodes, SATC can greatly control message redundancy. As a result, the message delivery ratio of SATC can be stabilized at a high level, but the overhead ratio is still kept in a low level. At the same time, SATC also gets the fewest average hop count, which indicates that SATC can still keep the accuracy of routing strategy in this case and can greatly reduce the cost of message transmission.

Finally from the whole figure, we can see that SATC can efficiently cope with the constant increase of message TTL, thus providing better routing performance compared to Epidemic and PRoPHET. In addition, the overhead ratio of SATC is 70% and 60% less than Epidemic and PRoPHET respectively.
C. Vary Message Size

Fig. 12 compares the different simulation results of varying message size. SATC can still get some advantages in terms of message delivery ratio, overhead ratio and average hop count. And in this case, Epidemic is still unacceptable due to the lowest message delivery ratio and the highest overhead ratio.

Finally from the Fig. 12, we can draw a conclusion that SATC can efficiently cope with the increase of message size, providing better routing performance compared to Epidemic and PRoPHET.

In Fig. 12 (a), the message delivery ratios of the three routing schemes keep decreasing when message size constantly increases. But SATC’s message delivery ratio is always bigger than Epidemic and PRoPHET, which indicates that the buffer utilization efficiency of SATC is more efficient and SATC is able to cope with the increase of message size. In Fig. 12 (b), the overhead ratio of SATC is 75% and 60% less than Epidemic and PRoPHET respectively. Besides, the average hop count of SATC is also the fewest, which can prove once again that the routing strategy of SATC is more efficient, thus greatly decreasing the cost of message transmission.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In DTNs, due to node mobility, sparse node density, etc, there may never be a complete path between the sender and the receiver. But the case that some moving nodes form a connected temporary cluster may often occur. Relying on these clusters, a relay node may be able to quickly and successfully deliver message to the final destination node. Furthermore, by collecting a large number of encounter history information as the samples, we can use the methods of statistical analysis to objectively and accurately estimate whether a neighbor should be selected as next hop relay node, thus selecting fewer but better relay nodes to spread messages.
Extensive simulations have been conducted and the simulation results show that SATC can outperform Epidemic and PRoPHET in terms of message delivery ratio, overhead ratio and average hop count. SATC can replace Epidemic and PRoPHET, thus providing better routing performance.

Our future work will focus on the DTN routing schemes in social networks. Social network is closely related with public life, and the DTN network model is increasingly used in civilian areas. In addition, we will look for opportunities to deploy our routing scheme to specific application scenarios.
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